
Christianity may involve certain balances, but if so, then it also involves certain
extremes. In fact, conceiving of life as simply balancing things, finding the right
mix or middle, robs life of much of its purpose. Life isn’t just keeping balls in the
air, juggling work with pleasure, family with business, industry with rest, truth with
ambiguity, tradition with innovation. While life-as-a-balancing-act may be how
many of us go through our days, just trying to manage multiple responsibilities,
Christian life is not primarily about holding things in balance, like cooking a soup
with just the right amount of stock and spice.

Other faiths may conceive of life as recurring cycles to accept with ever-greater
equanimity. Other philosophies may encourage a certain poised fatefulness amid the
increasing chaos of a decaying life. Other disciplines may say it’s all about honor
and duty, just doing what one must and should. Other ways may discourage
passionate commitment to a cause, seeing all causes as soon running out. Things
don’t really change, others say, instead just repeating themselves into infinity. Thus,
our only response is to go through life without too much of a fuss. Don’t go
overboard in anything because what’s the point? Don’t get too involved, and don’t
care too much. Above all, don’t give your life for anything because nothing is worth
a life. God is dead, or he just doesn’t care anymore, so just do the best that you can.

Christians believe otherwise that life is consequential. The life of Christ energizes,
inviting passion and full commitment. Christians wish to draw the bowstring taut,
shooting for God’s eternal heart. Christianity permits, indeed demands, selling out
for certain things, especially salvation and the will of Christ. Christianity wants its
believers to go overboard, to step out of the boat and walk on water with Jesus
when he calls, as Peter did. God wants Christians to redeem the world, to go forth
boldly preaching Christ.

In the Christian conception, life isn’t so much a balance as it is overlapping
extremes. One should show utter grace, forgiving the repeat offender as many times
as forgiving takes. Christ made clear in Matthew 18:22 that he expects extreme
forgiveness, the kind that we find very hard to do. Yet Christ simultaneously wants
us raising our own bar to what seems like ridiculous heights, as Matthew 5
suggests, so that we don’t even think about doing wrong. Cut off your hand or foot
and throw it away, Jesus said in Matthew 18:8, if it offends you. Gouge out your



eye, too, if it misleads you to lust. Notice the overlapping extremes, that we must
utterly forgive others while expecting perfection of ourselves.

Indeed, we know Jesus for his exaggerated statements, his extreme parables. He
speaks of millstones hung around the necks of those who mislead children. He has
us telling mountains to throw themselves into the seas out of the tiniest mustard
seed of faith. He has us pulling wood planks out of our eye. We also know Jesus for
his extreme actions, calling the dead out of casket and tomb, feeding not a dozen
but thousands out of nothing, and calming storming seas. We also know Jesus for
his extreme call to action. Jesus didn’t ask his disciples to stop by for Bible study on
Wednesday nights. He had them drop their nets immediately to walk with him night
and day for three years, and then after his resurrection to keep walking for him until
they lost their life.

And so down through history, Christians have taken their faith to extraordinary
extremes. They have left family and friends over faith, as Jesus said that they would
need to do. Christians have left home for the ends of the earth, proclaiming his
name, as Jesus asked them to do. Christians have invented new missions and
ministries, giving everything that they had to carry them out, as Jesus asked them to
give their lives away. Christians have done the extreme thing that Jesus asked them
to do, which is to take up their cross, not an ornament worn on a gold chain around
the neck but the cruel instrument of crucifixion, to carry it with him.

Christianity is not a balancing act, of holding on to things while making incremental
shifts in time, activity, and priorities. Christianity is a faith of extremes because God
is without limit. Christianity is a faith of extremes because God offers us his all.
Christianity is a faith of extremes because its reward is eternal heaven. Christianity
doesn’t ask followers of Christ to do crazy things but instead to do amazing things
that would be impossible without God. Christianity doesn’t ask followers of Jesus
to do a little but instead to do so much as to be impossible without God.

Christian life may look to some like a cocoon, like an easy chair, like a country
club, all a tidy balancing act. Christian life is none of those things. Christian life is
having Christ call you to heal the blind, raise the dead. Christian life is having
Christ call you to do what is perfectly impossible without him, which may be as
simple as forgiving an undeserving friend or as hard as embarking on lifelong



ministry. Christian life is trusting that God can do as he wills for you, when you
cannot. You choose the life that you wish, either a juggling act or a shooting star, a
life of tiny adjustments or a life of huge leaps. Christianity invites you to live as
only courageous persons can live, those who have the faith and courage of Christ.


